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Berreman 4 34 matrix method for reflective liquid crystal displays
S. Stallinga
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~Received 3 November 1998; accepted for publication 8 December 1998!

The Berreman 434 matrix method is extended in order to calculate the optical behavior of reflective
liquid crystal displays. Expressions for the reflection matrix and the reflection coefficient are
derived. Possibly present uniaxial and/or biaxial retarders can be included in the calculation.
Conservation of energy and time reversal invariance of Maxwell’s laws imply an important
symmetry relation. This relation is used to reduce the computational time with a factor of 2. The
new numerical method is illustrated by calculations of a direct-view twisted nematic effect, without
and with a compensating biaxial retarder. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reflective liquid crystal displays~LCDs! have favorable
properties which make them an attractive alternative
transmissive LCDs. Direct-view reflective LCDs do not ne
a backlight. The resulting low power consumption enab
portable applications, such as laptop computers, which
function without recharging the batteries for a considera
extended time.1 Combined with a monocrystalline silicon ac
tive matrix array reflective LCDs offer the opportunity o
miniaturization, due to the high intrinsic aperture of refle
tive LCDs compared to transmissive LCDs. Such miniat
ized displays make a compact, low cost projector possib2

With the development of these new types of LCDs a
comes the need for physical understanding and nume
modeling of the optical behavior of reflective LCDs. One
the cornerstones of LCD optics in the last decades has b
the so-called 434 matrix method of Berreman.3 So far, no
literature has appeared detailing the method in its applica
to reflective LCDs. This article aims to fill up that gap. Ce
tral in this investigation are the boundary conditions for t
electromagnetic field at the interface with the mirror, and
physical consequences thereof.

The content of this article is as follows. Section II sum
marizes the Berreman 434 matrix method. The boundar
conditions appropriate for a liquid crystal layer in front of
mirror are used in Sec. III to derive expressions for the
flection matrix and the reflection coefficient. Two importa
symmetry relations are derived from energy conserva
and time reversal invariance in Sec. IV. Section V conta
numerical calculations using the presented method. The
ticle is concluded in Sec. VI with a summary of the ma
results. The appendix contains a 434 matrix of a general
biaxial layer.

II. BERREMAN 434 MATRIX METHOD

The Berreman 434 matrix method relates to the prop
gation of polarized light to stratified media, i.e., media th
are uniform in their dielectric properties in one plane, whi
3020021-8979/99/85(6)/3023/9/$15.00
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is taken to be thexy plane. The components of the electr
field E and the magnetic fieldH in the plane of the layer can
be solved from the Maxwell equations as:

F Ex~x,y,z,t !
m0cHy~x,y,z,t !

Ey~x,y,z,t !
2m0cHx~x,y,z,t !

G5c~z!e2 iv~ t2hx/c!, ~1!

wherec(z) is a column vector and where the angular fr
quencyv is related to the wavelength in vacuuml and the
speed of lightc by:

v5ck5
2pc

l
. ~2!

Here, k52p/l is the magnitude of the wave vector i
vacuum. For the sake of convenience, thex axis is chosen
such that the light wave propagates in thexz plane, i.e., the
xz plane is the plane of incidence. Thex component of the
wave vector is equal tohv/c5hk, meaning thath is pro-
portional to this in plane wave vector component. The c
umn vectorc satisfies the so-called Berreman equation:

dc

dz
5 ikD•c, ~3!

with D a 434 matrix, the so-called Berreman matrix~or
simply the 434 matrix!. Assuming that the magnetic susce
tibility can be neglected, the optical properties of the diele
tric can be described by the dielectric tensor with comp
nentseab (a,b5x,y,z). Then the following expression fo
the Berreman matrixD can be derived:

D53
2h
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Equations~3! and~4! are the central equations of the Berr
man 434 matrix method.3 Several ways to solve Eq.~3!,
numerical as well as analytical, have been proposed in
literature.3–7 Here, we will follow the Eidner–Oldano
treatment.5–7

It appears that the solution of Eq.~3! can be expressed a
a superposition of four distinct plane waves, the so-ca
eigenwaves or eigenmodes.:

c~z!5(
l 51

4

Clc
~ l !eikm l z. ~5!

Substitution of Eq.~5! in the Berreman equation~3! results
in the following equation for the vectorsc( l ) and the num-
bersm l :

D•c~ l !5m lc
~ l !. ~6!

This equation expresses that the numbersm l are the so-called
eigenvalues of the 434 matrix D, and that the vectorsc( l )

are the corresponding eigenvectors. It is apparent from
~5! that the eigenvalues are related to the phase of the ei
waves, whereas the components of the eigenvectors ar
electric and magnetic field amplitudes of the eigenwaves

The solution, Eq.~5! of the Berreman equation can b
rewritten as a relation between the field atz5d and the field
at z50 in terms of a 434 propagator matrixP:

c~d!5P•c~0!. ~7!

The propagator matrix can be expressed in terms ofD as:

P5exp~ ikdD![(
l 50

`
~ ikd! l

l !
Dl , ~8!

where the Taylor series of the exponential function is use
define that function for matrices. The matrixD can be writ-
ten in diagonal form as:

D5TD̄T21, ~9a!

Tkl5ck
~ l ! , ~9b!

D̄ lm5 Hm l if l 5m,
0 if lÞm. ~9c!

Clearly,D̄ can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues oD,
whereasT can be expressed in terms of the eigenvectors
D. Substitution in Eq.~8! gives:

P5TP̄T21, ~10a!

P̄lm5 Hexp~ ikm ld!

0
if l 5m,
if lÞm. ~10b!

It follows that P can be obtained in closed form once t
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 434 matrix D are
known.

Calculations can be considerably simplified when th
is no absorption, i.e., wheneab5eba* . Then the inverse ma
trix T21 can be obtained fromT using a simple relation and
in addition, the propagator matrixP can be shown to satisfy
symmetry relations, which reduce the number of independ
components from 16 to 10. Proof can be found in the artic
by Wöhler, Eidner and Oldano.4–7 In the absence of circula
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birefringence and circular dichroism~optical activity!, i.e.,
wheneab5eba , similar simplifications can be achieved.

For the case of uniaxially birefringent media expressio
for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are known.5,7 For the
most general case of biaxial, absorbing, and optically ac
media with arbitrary optical axes, such expressions are
sented in the Appendix. The special case of biaxial lay
without absorption or optical activity and with nontilted op
tical axes is also treated there. This is the case of prac
relevance for applications like LCDs. Recently, a 434 ma-
trix method for general biaxial media, differing from Berre
man’s method, has been proposed by Yuan and co-work8

The two methods are equivalent, as both methods are b
on the exact solution of Maxwell’s equations. In particula
the quartic equation for thez component of the wave vecto
kz given by Yuan corresponds to the quartic equation of
eigenvalues of the Berreman matrixm, because these eigen
values are equal tokz /k. In fact, the notation used in th
Appendix is largely taken from Ref. 8 in order to make t
equivalence more transparent. The Yuan approach and
approach presented in the Appendix improve the numer
approach of evaluating the eigenvalues and eigenvector
biaxial layers proposed in Ref. 9. It is mentioned that t
expressions for the eigenvalues presented in the Appe
can also be used in the framework of Wo¨hler’s treatment of
the 434 matrix method.4

Consider now a stack of dielectric~birefringent or iso-
tropic! layers, labeled 1,2,̄ ,N. Using Eq.~10! and the ana-
lytical expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
434 propagation matrixPj of each individual layer can be
calculated. In order to find the overall propagation matrixP
of the stack of dielectric layers, boundary conditions at
interface between two dielectric layersm andn are needed.
According to Maxwell theory the components of the elect
and magnetic fieldsE andH parallel to the interface betwee
two dielectric mediam andn must be continuous, provide
that no charges or currents are present at the interface.
consequenceEx , Ey , Hx , andHy are continuous at the in
terface, i.e., the column vectorc satisfies the boundary con
dition:

cm5cn . ~11!

It follows that the overall propagation matrix is given by th
product of all the propagation matrices of the individual d
electric layers. This means that:

c15P•c2 , ~12a!

P5PN¯P2P1 . ~12b!

Herec1 andc2 are the Berreman column vectors at the tw
sides of the stack of dielectric layers, respectively.

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, REFLECTION MATRIX,
AND REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

The case of interest here is the case in which the b
fringent stack is sandwiched between a metallic mirror an
semi-infinite isotropic medium extending to thez direction.
This applies to a reflective LCD, in which the liquid cryst
layer is placed between a glass plate and a metallic mirro
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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shown in Fig. 1. Using the 434 propagation matrixP we can
calculate the reflection of a dielectric stack in front of a m
ror. The field at the interface with the semi-infinite isotrop
medium has the form:

c15F ~Rp1Ap!/q
~Rp2Ap!q
~Rs1As!/r
~Rs2As!r

G . ~13!

Here q5An/cosa and r 5An cosa, and Ap , As , Rp , and
Rs , are thep ands amplitudes of the incident and reflecte
waves, withn the refractive index of the isotropic medium
anda the angle of incidence. Using Snel’s law, the para
eterh can now be expressed as:

h5n sina. ~14!

The metallic mirror is approximated as a perfect conduc
In such a perfect conductor any electric field coming fro
external sources will be cancelled by a rearrangement of
freely moving charges. As a consequence the net ele
field in the mirror must be zero, and at the interfaceEx

5Ey50. It follows that the field at the interface with th
ideal metallic mirror can be expressed as:

c25F 0
Bp

0
Bs

G , ~15!

with Bp andBs proportional to the components of the ma
netic field at the interface. Equivalently, it can be said t
the light makes a phase jump equal top at the mirror, mean-
ing that the reflected wave differsp in phase with the incom-
ing wave at the interface. As a consequence, the sum o
two waves is identically zero at the mirror, leading to E
~15!.

For a real metal the finite conductivitys must be taken
into account. As a consequence the dielectric constante must
be replaced bye1 is/e0v,10 i.e., now the refractive index
n5Ae1 is/e0v is complex, as well as the coefficientsr 8
5(n22h2)1/4 andq85n/r . This leads to a nonzero electr
field at the interface with componentsEx5Bp /q82 and Ey

5Bs /r 82. For sufficiently larges the electric field is in-
versely proportional to the square root ofs, which implies

FIG. 1. The general configuration of a reflective LCD. A so-called fro
scattering film may be added to the configuration.
Downloaded 15 Mar 2004 to 194.171.252.100. Redistribution subject to A
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that in the limit of a perfectly conducting metal (s→`) the
electric field at the interface is indeed zero. In the followin
the treatment is restricted to the case of an ideal meta
mirror.

Substituting Eqs.~13! and ~15! into Eq. ~12! it is found
that:

C2FAp

As
G1C1FRp

Rs
G5F00G , ~16!

with the matricesC6 :

C65FP11
21/q6qP12

21P13
21/r 6rP14

21

P31
21/q6qP32

21P33
21/r 6rP34

21G . ~17!

Solving for Rp andRs results in:

FRp

Rs
G5JFAp

As
G , ~18!

where the 232 reflection matrixJ is given by:

J52C1
21C2 . ~19!

In a direct-view reflective LCD a polarizer sheet is placed
top of the birefringent layers. Usually, the polarizing layer
modeled as an anisotropically absorbing layer, i.e., the la
is assumed to be uniaxially birefringent with a planar opti
axis and complex refractive indicesn05n1 ik0 and ne5n
1 ike such that the absorption coefficients satisfyk0kd!1
!kekd, wherek52p/l, and whered is the thickness of the
polarizing layer. This inequality implies that the extraord
nary wave is largely absorbed, whereas the ordinary wav
hardly attenuated. Using the complex refractive indices
434 propagator matrix of the polarizing layer can then
calculated and the overall 434 matrix can be evaluated in
the usual way. The polarization vector~the p and s ampli-
tudes of the electric field! of the unpolarized light incident on
the polarizer sheet can be written as:

v5FEp

Es
G5 1

&
Fexp~ ifp!

exp~ ifs!
G , ~20!

wherefp and fs are uncorrelated phases. The polarizati
vector of the light reflected from the stack isJ•v. The re-
flection coefficient is then:

R5^uJ•vu2&

5 1
2@J11

2 1J12
2 1J21

2 1J22
2 #, ~21!

where the brackets indicate the average over the phasefp

andfs .
This method appears to have a major disadvantage.

434 matrix contains the phase information of both forwa
and backward propagating waves. This information is c
tained in the diagonal elements of the matrixP̄ of Eq. ~10!.
For the forwardly propagating extraordinary wave in the p
larizer sheet the phase factor is proportional to exp(2kekd),
whereas for the backwardly propagating extraordinary w
it is proportional to exp(1kekd). Clearly, for a too large
value ofkekd, the method fails due to computer limitation
This is a basic weakness of the 434 matrix method when
applied to absorbing media.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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An alternative for this method can be found in the lim
iting case of an ideal polarizer. Thenk0kd→0 and kekd
→`, meaning that the ordinary wave will be complete
transmitted, whereas the extraordinary wave will be co
pletely absorbed. Now an analytical treatment turns out to
possible, avoiding possible computer limitations. The el
tric field vector ~polarization! of the wave that passes th
polarizing layer can be found from the eigenvector of t
Berreman matrixD corresponding to the ordinary wave. If
is assumed thatk0!1 and ke!1 ~in order for the limit
kekd→` to be appropriatekd must then be sufficiently
large!, the expression for the eigenvector of the ordina
wave7 can be written as:

c05F cosx/q
q cosx
sinx/r
r sinx

G . ~22!

Here q5An/cosa, and r 5An cosa, with a the angle of
incidence in the polarizing layer, following from Snel’s la
h5n sina. For the backwardly propagating wave the ma
netic field, and hence the second and fourth row of the
genvector, change sign. The anglex is given by the equation

tanx5cosa tanj, ~23!

where j is the angle between thexz plane ~plane of inci-
dence! and the transmitted polarization for normal incidenc
The p ands amplitudes of the electric field are then:

v5FEp

Es
G5Fcosx

sinx G . ~24!

It follows that the transmitted polarization makes an anglx
with the plane of incidence. This angle is generally differe
from j, namely for obliquely incident light~aÞ0! such that
the polarizer transmission axis is not parallel or perpend
lar to the plane of incidence~jÞ0 andjÞp/2!. The conse-
quence of this difference betweenj and x is the apparent
rotation of the transmitted polarization for obliquely incide
light. This apparent rotation is the main cause of the leak
of light through crossed polarizers.11–14

The polarization vectorv can also be found by a geo
metrical construction: Take the direction of extinction f
normal incidencen ~which makes an anglej1p/2 with the
xzplane! and project this vector onto the plane perpendicu
to the direction of propagationk ~which makes an anglea
with thez axis!. The~unit! vector along this projection is th
direction of extinction for oblique incidence, and makes
angle x1p/2 with the plane of incidence. The unit vecto
perpendicular to this projection and tok is the transmitted
polarization vectorv. This geometrical construction of th
extinct polarization for oblique incidence is presented as
‘‘equivalent-polarizer’’ model in Ref. 11. As shown her
this geometrical equivalent-polarizer model can be deri
from Maxwell’s equations in the limiting case of the ide
polarizer.

The polarization vector of the light reflected from th
stack isJ•v. The reflection coefficientR is found by pro-
jecting this vector onto the polarization vector of the lig
Downloaded 15 Mar 2004 to 194.171.252.100. Redistribution subject to A
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transmitted by the polarizer. The transmitted polarizat
vector for the reflected wave is alsov. It then follows that:

R5uv•J•vu2

5uJ11u2 cosx41~ uJ12u21uJ21u2!sinx2 cosx2

1uJ22u2 sinx4. ~25!

Naturally, the reflection matrixJ is now calculated from the
434 propagator matrix of the birefringent layers alone, i.
without the polarizing layer. Finally, it is remarked that th
presented formulas for the reflection coefficient are not va
for a reflective LCD in a projector, as then the transmitt
polarization for the reflected wave differs from the transm
ted polarization for the incoming wave, due to the prese
of a polarizing beam splitter.2

IV. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND TIME REVERSAL
INVARIANCE

In this section only nonabsorbing and nonoptically a
tive media are considered. The dielectric tensor is then
and symmetric (eab5eba5eab* ). It appears that the reflec
tion matrix for such mediaJ satisfies two important symme
try properties. The first is a consequence of the conserva
of energy, the second of the time reversal invariance of M
well’s equations.

The first symmetry property can be derived from a co
sideration of the transport of energy through the stratifi
layers. The light energy that passes thexy plane per unit area
and per unit time is given by thez component of the Poyn
ting vectorS5Re@E3H* #. As a consequence:

Sz5
1

2m0c
c†

•M•c, ~26!

where the dagger indicates transposition and complex co
gation of a vector or matrix. The matrixM is given by:

M5F 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

G . ~27!

This matrix and the expression forSz have been introduced
independently by Eidner6 and Oldano.7 In case absorption is
absent the dielectric tensor satisfieseab5eba* . Conse-
quently, the Berreman matrixD satisfies the equation:

MD5D†M . ~28!

It now follows that the derivative ofSz w.r.t. z is given by:

2m0c
dSz

dz
5 ikc†

•@MD2D†M #•c50. ~29!

Clearly, Sz is a constant, meaning that energy is conserv
Application of this property to the case of a stack of birefri
gent layers in front of an ideal metallic mirror, i.e., the ca
treated in the previous section, leads to:

c1
†
•M•c15c2

†
•M•c2 , ~30!

or equivalently:
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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uRpu21uRsu22uApu22uAsu250. ~31!

As a consequence, the matrixJ relating the incident and
reflectedp ands amplitudes must be a unitary matrix. Th
unitary property is mathematically expressed as:

J215J†. ~32!

The reflection matrix does not have the unitary property fo
real metallic mirror. This is due to the finite conductivity o
the metal, which results in a nonzero right hand side of
~31!. This implies that part of the energy of the incide
wave is absorbed in the metal, i.e., the reflectivity is sma
than 100%.
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A unitary 232 matrix such asJ can be written as:

J5exp~ if!R~u!R~g!U~d!R~2g!, ~33!

where the rotation matrixR~n! and the retardation matrix
U~d! are defined by:

R~n!5Fcosn 2sinn

sinn cosn
G , ~34a!

U~d!5Fexp~ id! 0

0 exp~2 id!
G . ~34b!

Using these equations the matrixJ can be expressed as:
J5Fcosd cosu1 i sind cos~u12g! 2cosd sinu1 i sind sin~u12g!

cosd sinu1 i sind sin~u12g! cosd cosu2 i sind cos~u12g!
G , ~35!
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where the irrelevant overall phase factor exp(if) is left out.
The matrixR(g)U(d)R(2g) is the Jones matrix of a re
tarder with an optical axis at an angleg with the p polariza-
tion and giving rise to a phase difference between the
eigenwaves equal to 2d. The matrixR~u! rotates the polar-
ization over an angleu. Consequently, the birefringent laye
in front of an ideal mirror are represented by an effect
retarder and an effective rotator. The parametersu, d, andg
change as a function of the polar and azimuthal angles
incidencea andb.

The second relation satisfied byJ expresses a symmetr
related to reversing the direction of the light path. This sy
metry is rooted in the time reversal invariance of Maxwel
laws, according to which the form of these laws rema
unchanged when the timet is replaced by2t, provided that
the magnetic fieldsB andH also change sign.10 It is said that
the magnetic fields are odd under time reversal. The t
reversal invariance of Maxwell’s laws necessarily leads t
corresponding symmetry of the Berreman equation~3!.

Substitutingt by 2t in the phase factor appearing in E
~1! leads to exp@2iv(2t2hx/c)#5exp@iv(t1hx/c)#. It fol-
lows that changing the sign of the timet is equivalent to
substitutingh by 2h and the imaginary unit numberi by
2 i . Changing the sign of the magnetic field in Eq.~1! is
equivalent to replacing the column vectorc by c̄5K•c
with the matrix:

K5F 1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 21

G . ~36!

It now follows from time reversal invariance that the Berr
man equation forc̄ must read:

dc̄

dz
52 ikD~2h!•c̄, ~37!
o

of

-

s

e
a

whereD(h), the Berreman matrix as a function ofh is de-
fined by Eq.~4!. This equation is equivalent to the origina
Berreman equation~3!, provided that the Berreman matri
satisfies the following relation:

D~2h!52KD~h!K. ~38!

Indeed, using Eq.~4! it can be checked that Eq.~38! is true.
Clearly, Eq.~38! expresses time reversal invariance of t
Berreman equation. The 434 propagation matrix also satis
fies a symmetry relation:

P~-h!5exp@ ikdD~2h!#

5exp@2 ikdKD~h!K#

5K exp@2 ikdD~h!#K

5KP21~h!K. ~39!

This equation is the general expression of time reversal
variance for the propagation matrix. Figure 2 schematica
shows the relation between reversing the light path and
equation. In the practically relevant case when there is
absorption it can be simplified even further. In that case
dielectric tensor is real, and therefore the Berreman matriD
is real as well. Making use of Eq.~8!, it then follows that
P215P* . This leads to:

P~2h!5KP* ~h!K ~40!

or in terms of the matrix elements:

Pkl~2h!5~21!k1 l Pkl* ~h!, ~41!

i.e., substitutingh by 2h boils down to taking the complex
conjugate of all matrix elementsPkl and changing the sign o
all elements withk1 l odd. Equation~40! is also satisfied by
the overall propagator matrix of a stack ofN birefringent
layers with individual propagator matricesPj wherej is the
index of the layers (j 51,...N).

Equation~40! can be used to reduce the computation
time for a conoscopic calculation of the optical properties
an LCD. In such a calculation, the brightness and cont
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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3028 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 85, No. 6, 15 March 1999 S. Stallinga
are calculated from the propagation matrix for a range
polar and azimuthal angles of incidencea and b, respec-
tively. Using Eq.~40!, the propagator matrix for2a follows
directly from the propagator matrix fora, because a chang
of sign in a corresponds to a change in sign ofh, as can be
concluded from Eq.~14!. Clearly, the propagator matri
needs to be calculated for only half the number of total
rections of incidence. This advantageous property can
used to save computational time, both for transmissive
for reflective LCDs. A similar symmetry is discussed in R
15. However, it is less general, as the symmetry treate
Ref. 15 only applies to transmissive twisted nematic LCD

For reflective LCDs, Eq.~40! entails a symmetry relation
for the 232 reflection matrixJ as a function of the pola
angle of incidencea. Combining Eq.~41! with Eq. ~17! it
follows that:

C6~2a!5C7~a!* . ~42!

Consequently,J satisfies

J~2a!52C1~2a!21C2~2a!

52C2~a!* 21C1~a!*

5J~a!* 21. ~43!

Using the unitary property ofJ, Eq. ~32!, this results in:

J~2a!5J~a!T, ~44!

whereT indicates the transpose. This equation is the m
result of this section. It expresses time reversal invariance
a stack of birefringent layers in front of an ideal mirror.

Combining equations~35! and ~44! it follows that the
parameters of the effective retarder and rotator satisfy:

FIG. 2. The two pictures show schematically the forward propagation~full
line! and backward propagation~dashed line! through a layer forh ~bottom!
and2h ~top!. Reversing the light path (P→P21) and changing the sign o

the magnetic field~c→c̄ or equivalentlyP→KPK! transforms the two
cases into each other, i.e., Eq.~39! must hold.
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u~2a!52u~a!, ~45a!

d~2a!5d~a!, ~45b!

u~2a!12g~2a!5u~a!12g~a!. ~45c!

An immediate consequence of the first of these relation
that for normal incidence, i.e., fora50, the rotation angleu
is identically zero. This means that the stack of birefringe
layers effectively behaves as a single retardation layer.

The matrixJ can be simplified considerably if the bire
fringent stack has an intrinsic symmetry. For instance, if
optical axes of all birefringent layers are planar~parallel to
the plane of the layers!, the system has a twofold rotatio
symmetry, meaning thatJ must be invariant under rotation
overp. As such a rotation is equivalent to changing the s
of the polar angle of incidencea it follows that J(a)
5J(2a). Consequently, the rotation angleu is equal to
zero for all directions of incidence. Similarly, if the optica
axes of all birefringent layers are homeotropic~perpendicular
to the plane of the layers!, thenJ must be invariant unde
rotations over an arbitrary angle. It follows again that t
rotation angleu equals zero.

The symmetry relation, Eq.~44! also has consequence
for the reflection coefficientR defined by Eq.~25!. Combin-
ing this expression with Eq.~23! for the equivalent polarizer
anglex it follows that:

R~a!5R~2a!, ~46!

i.e., the reflection and contrast contour plots are invari
under rotations overp.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section the method is used in a calculation tha
illustrative for the numerical method presented in this artic
A direct-view reflective LCD is considered, i.e., the polariz
is at the same time the analyzer. A number of different
fects, with varying twist anglef, retardation to wavelength
ratio dDn/l, and anglec between polarizer and front ce
side liquid crystal director, have been proposed.16–20 For in-
stance, valuesf5&p/4563.6°,dDn/l5&/450.354, and
c50 give rise to a normally black effect. The nonaddress
state below threshold changes the incident linearly polari
light to circularly polarized light at the mirror. Because th
handedness changes at reflection, the wave exiting the li
crystal is again linearly polarized, but at 90° with the inc
dent polarization. Consequently, the light will be absorb
by the polarizer, giving rise to the dark state. In the a
dressed state the birefringent effect of the liquid crysta
small, resulting in a bright state. When a quarterwavep
with optical axis at 45° with the polarizer transmission ax
is added to the system, the nonaddressed and addressed
change their role, i.e., the normally black effect is changed
a normally white effect. The normal incidence reflection a
function of wavelength for the two states is shown in Figs
and 4. Figure 3 shows the results for the normally bla
mode, Fig. 4 for the normally white mode. The full line
refer to the nonaddressed state, the dashed lines to the
dressed state. The retardation of the retarder needed fo
normally white mode was taken to be 138 nm, i.e., quar
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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wave for yellowish green. The liquid crystal parameters
taken to be the parameters of the material ZLI4792, ma
factured by E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany. The elastic c
stants for splay, twist and bend are 13.2, 6.55, 18.3 pN,
spectively, the perpendicular and parallel dielectric consta
are 3.1 and 8.3, respectively, and the ordinary and extrao
nary refractive indices at 589.3 nm are 1.4794 and 1.57
respectively. The appearing fringes in the curves are the
sult of multiple reflections, notably in the liquid crystal itse
Such fringes are inherent to the 434 matrix method, and are
really present if the distance between the relevant reflec
surfaces is smaller than the coherence length of the l
source. If this is not the case the fringes can be eliminate
a number of ways.21,22The dark state for both modes appea
to be sufficiently dark for a narrow wavelength band on

FIG. 3. Reflection as a function of wavelength for the normally black mo
The full curve refers to the reflection at 1.0 V, the dashed curve to
reflection at 6.0 V.

FIG. 4. Reflection as a function of wavelength for the normally white mo
The full curve refers to the reflection at 1.0 V, the dashed curve to
reflection at 6.0 V.
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As a consequence, the normally black mode dark state lo
blueish, whereas the normally white mode dark state lo
reddish. The poor dark state is also reflected in the cont
contour plots of Figs. 5 and 6 for the normally black mo
and the normally white mode, respectively. The quart
waveplate is assumed to be biaxial in the calculation for
normally white mode. The refractive index for light pola
ized along the optical axis perpendicular to the foil is tak
to be the average of the two in-plane refractive indices. T
biaxiality of the retarder is taken into account using t
method outlined in the Appendix. There is no noticeable
crease in CPU time compared to the calculation with
uniaxial quarterwaveplate. The practical relevance of t
type of biaxial retarder lies in the possible improvement
the viewing angle of the reflective LCD. The contrast ratio
the ratio between the bright and dark state luminances.
luminance is calculated averaging the reflection of 79 wa
lengths, and assuming a D65 standard white illuminati
The normally white mode has a wider viewing angle than
normally black mode, although the peak contrast is only
compared to 33 for the normally black mode. The twofo
rotation symmetry is an expression of the relation~46! de-
rived in Sec. IV. Finally, it is remarked that the reflectiv
liquid crystal effect and biaxial retarder discussed here se
merely as an example of the calculational method. The

.
e

.
e

FIG. 5. Polar plot of the contrast ratio as a function of viewing direction
the normally black mode. Contours corresponding to contrast ratios 2, 5
and 20 are indicated.

FIG. 6. Polar plot of the contrast ratio as a function of viewing direction
the normally white mode. Contours corresponding to contrast ratios 2,
8, and 10 are indicated.
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3030 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 85, No. 6, 15 March 1999 S. Stallinga
flective LCD can be improved substantially by tuning t
values for the twist angle, liquid crystal retardation, orien
tion of the polarizer transmission axis, and retarder opt
axis orientation and retardation. Even a second retarder
be added to the display. Quite reasonable results can be
tained using these degrees of freedom.1,23–26

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This article extends the 434 Berreman matrix method in
order to treat reflective LCDs. The Eidner–Oldano meth
for calculating the 434 propagator matrix is followed. The
equations basic to this method for the eigenvalues and ei
vectors of the 434 Berreman matrix, describing the case
general biaxially birefringent media are presented in the A
pendix.

The reflective LCD is modeled as a stack of birefringe
layers in front of an ideal metallic mirror. Possibly prese
uniaxial and/or biaxial retarders can be included in the sta
A 232 reflection matrix is derived as a function of the 434
propagator matrix, making use of the proper boundary c
ditions: at the interface with the ideal metallic mirror th
electric field must be zero due to thep phase jump at reflec
tion. The reflection matrix relates the polarization vector~p
ands components of the electric field! of the reflected wave
to the polarization vector of the incoming wave. Using th
matrix the reflection coefficient of a reflective LCD, includ
ing a polarizer sheet on top of the display, can be calcula
An analytical treatment of the transmission of obliquely
cident light through ideal polarizers is derived from the 434
Berreman matrix method.

Energy conservation and time reversal invariance lea
constraints on the possible mathematical form of the 232
reflection matrix. Energy conservation implies that the
flection matrix is a unitary matrix. Time reversal invarian
leads to a symmetry relation for the reflection matrix. Th
symmetry relation reduces the computational time for
conoscopic calculation~calculation of brightness and con
trast as a function of the direction of incidence! by a factor of
2. In addition, the symmetry relation implies that, for th
case of normal incidence, a liquid crystal layer and poss
present compensation layers effectively behave as a si
retardation layer. This property may be used in the formu
tion of the requirements on the reflective LCD in order
achieve high contrast and high brightness. This is left a
subject for future research.

APPENDIX A: EIGENPROBLEM FOR A GENERAL
BIAXIAL MEDIUM

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 434 matrix can
be calculated from the nine matrix elementsD11, D12, D13,
D21, D22, D23, D41, D42, andD43 using the equations pre
sented in this Appendix. The 434 matrix is given by:

D5FD11 D12 D13 0

D21 D22 D23 0

0 0 0 1

D41 D42 D43 0

G , ~A1!
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The eigenvaluesm of the 434 matrix satisfy the quartic
equation:

m41am31bm21cm1d50 ~A2!

with:

a52D112D22, ~A3a!

b5D11D222D12D212D43, ~A3b!

c5D11D431D22D432D13D412D23D42, ~A3c!

d5D43~D12D212D11D22!1D23~D42D112D41D12!

1D13~D41D222D42D21!. ~A3d!

The four roots of Eq.~A2! are:

m1,252 1
2~

1
2a1e!6 1

2A~ 1
2a1e!222y24 f , ~A4a!

m3,452 1
2~

1
2a2e!6 1

2A~ 1
2a2e!222y14 f , ~A4b!

with e5Aa224b14y/2, f 5Ay224d/2, and where the un-
known y satisfies the cubic equation:

y32by21~ac24d!y1~4bd2c22a2d!50. ~A5!

Wheny is solved,e, f, and the four sought-for roots can b
calculated. The solution of the cubic equation can be fou
by two substitutions. First,y5z1b/3 leads to z313pz
12q50 with p52b2/91ac/324d/3 and q52b3/27
1abc/618bd/62a2d/22c2/2. The second substitutionz
52px11/x then leads top3x622qx32150. The solution
is x35(q2sAp31q2)/p3 with s5q/uqu ~the limiting case
p50 gives the required solutionz3522q for this root of
the quadratic equation forx3!. It now follows thaty is given
by:

y5b/32~q2sAp31q2!1/31
p

~q2sAp31q2!1/3
, ~A6!

where care must be exercised with taking the proper bra
of the cube root, which may depend on the values ofp andq.

Two different, but equivalent expressions for the eige
vector with eigenvaluem are given by:

c~m!5CF D12D232D13~D222m!

D21D132D23~D112m!

~D112m!~D222m!2D12D21

m@~D112m!~D222m!2D12D21#

G
5C8F D13D422D12~D432m2!

~D112m!~D432m2!2D13D41

D12D412D42~D112m!

m@D12D412D42~D112m!#

G . ~A7!

Here,C andC8 are normalization constants.
In the practically relevant case of a biaxial layer witho

absorption or optically activity and with nontilted optica
axes, relatively compact expressions for the eigenvalues
eigenvectors can be found. The optical axes form a se
three mutually perpendicular unit vectorsl, m, and n. The
refractive indices for light polarized parallel tol, m, or n are
n1 , n2 , andn3 , respectively. In the case of nontilted optic
axes we may take:
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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l5cosfêx1sinfêy , ~A8a!

m52sinfêx1cosfêy , ~A8b!

n5êz. ~A8c!

Heref is the angle characterizing the orientation ofl andm
in the xy plane. The relevant nonzero matrix elements of
Berreman matrixD are now the four elements:

D12512h2/n3
2, ~A9a!

D215n1
2 cos2 f1n2

2 sin2 f, ~A9b!

D235~n1
22n2

2!sinf cosf, ~A9c!

D435n1
2 sin2 f1n2

2 cos2 f2h2, ~A9d!

The eigenvalues are:

me
656A 1

2A1 1
2AB, ~A10a!

m0
656A 1

2A2 1
2AB, ~A10b!

with
th

on

q.

es

fo

os
22
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A5~n1
21n2

2!2@~n3
21n1

2!cos2 f1~n3
21n2

2!sin2 f#S h

n3
D 2

,

~A11a!
B5~n2

22n1
2!2

22~n2
22n1

2!@~n3
22n1

2!cos2 f2~n3
22n2

2!sin2 f#S h

n3
D 2

1@~n3
22n1

2!cos2 f1~n3
22n2

2!sin2 f#2S h

n3
D 4

. ~A11b!

The corresponding eigenvectors are:

ce
655

1

& F cosx/Ape

6cosxApe

sinx/Ase

6sinxAse

G , ~A12a!

c0
65

1

& F 2sinx/Ap0

7sinxAp0

cosx/As0

6cosxAs0

G , ~A12b!

wherepj5m j
1/D12, sj5m j

1 with j 5e or j 5o, and where
the anglex is defined by tanx5b1Ab211 with:
b5
~n2

22n1
2!~cos2 f2sin2 f!2@~n3

22n1
2!cos2 f1~n3

22n2
2!sin2 f#~h/n3!2

2~n2
22n1

2!sinf cosfA12~h/n3!2
. ~A13!
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